ThermaSol
Smart Shower
More than a system.
It’s a daily wellness experience.

Get started on designing your home spa.
Schedule a complimentary consultation
www.thermasol.com/scheduleappointment
or call 800.776.0711

1958 STEAM WAY
ROUND ROCK, TEXAS 78665
PHONE: 800.776.0711
FAX: 805.955.9591
WWW.THERMASOL .COM
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Connect with the
ThermaSol Smart Shower
Create your own personal showering and wellness
environment with ThermaSol’s innovative line of products
that unite smart home technology, engineering and
ergonomic design.
Personalization. Everything Integrated.
Shower Exactly the way you want. ThermaSol’s clever, performanceengineered products allow you to customize and control every part of
your daily showering experience — from precision water volume and
temperature control, to selecting your preferred water outlets, to activating
steam, sound and light therapy systems.

Technology You Don’t See.
We believe that when it comes to designing the ultimate shower environment,
the functionality and user experience should be the main focus. So, we designed
a system that was concealed inside the walls of the shower structure. Our
engineering team developed a smart digital shower valve that allows precision
control of water volume and exact temperatures. The advanced valve utilizes
best-in-class ceramic disc Flühs brass cartridges, and two laboratory grade
stepper motors – allowing 400 positions to deliver precise incremental settings.
The valve also has an integrated multi-port diverter so that the user can select
different showering outlets. As a precaution, the system maintains a battery backup system that does not require servicing. Whether matched with ThermaSol’s
quality shower products or other manufacturers, the smart digital shower valve is
managed by one of ThermaSol’s intuitive digital controls.

Light, Sound, Rain.
Total Wellness. Total Control
The Serenity self-contained module is an experience for
the senses. The ceiling mounted housing features; a
falling rain sensation, high-performance trilinear subwoofer with high frequency drivers and a high-efficiency
class D amplifier. Chromatherapy is delivered through
a calibrated LED system, adding a spectrum of colored
hues you select. As you make setting adjustments you
receive voice response feedback to acknowledge your
selections. This innovative component accentuates your
Smart Shower experience.

Shower Components
Our Smart Shower obsession has driven us to deliver uncompromising performance
and functionality in the shower space, while delivering a meaningful user experience.
Our solid brass shower water accessories include a rain canopy, hand shower,
and body sprays, that bring showering to a new status of home-spa luxury and
enjoyment. All of ThermaSol’s components are finished to perfectly match all of our
controls, as well as leading decorative faucet manufacturers’ finishes and styles.

Powered by Your Words.
ThermaTouch Smart Shower with Alexa empowers you to give directions to
your shower from any room in the home. Warming up your steam shower,
turning on your shower fixtures, or bringing you to your pre-programmed
wellness settings with the power of your voice. Creating a personalized daily
wellness routine in the home is now as easy as saying “Alexa.”

Steam Therapy. Ancient Practice, Modern Approach.
The ThermaSol Smart Shower experience takes health and wellness to another level when
you add steam. With over 60 years of innovation and the first to develop the electric steam
bath generator, ThermaSol brings the benefits of a world-class spa into your home with
the industry’s most advanced, reliable and efficient equipment available. Our state-of-art
equipment is energy and water efficient, and incorporates advanced microprocessors and
software that learns users’ personal steaming session routines.

ThermaTouch Smart Shower Controllers
You may never want to leave your Smart Shower. With several in-shower digital control options,
you can program, adjust and activate any single feature or combination of functions to create
the exact bathing ritual you desire, including precise temperature and adjustable volume
controls diverted to 3 water outlet features. And if being connected is part of your routine,
ThermaSol’s advanced interactive touchscreen controls bring your favorite apps, music and
tranquility scenes right into your shower space. You can even watch TV. And your Smart Shower
controller will always be up-to-date, because the software is regularly updated with any latest
technology and enhancements – just like any mobile device.
ThermaSol’s SignaTouch controller includes all of the robust features as the
ThermaTouch, without apps.
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Need assistance in design or understanding a feature or product?
Please schedule a complimentary consultation with one of our team at:
www.thermasol.com/scheduleappointment
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